
� Sales Analysis and Visualization in Python
A tour of a quick and simple yet highly effective and informative means of sales analysis and data visualization.

~ Evan Marie Carr (www.EvanMarie.com)

⇨ Importing libraries and the sales data
For this analysis, we need to import only two libraries: Pandas for data manipulation and analysis, and Matplotlib
for visualization of our �ndings.

import pandas as pd 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

⇨ Exploring the Data
Now that the data has been imported as a csv �le and transformed into a Pandas dataframe, we can look at the
data. One of the best aspects of notebooks like this is that you can readily see the data in all sorts of
con�gurations with just a tiny bit of code, and you can run that code cell by cell, making quick and easy changes
as desired and running cells again individually rather than running an entire python �le just for that last bit of
output.

⇣ Getting a random sample of 12 rows from the dataframe ⇣

This shows us the data we are working with in a very comprehensible format. This way, we can visualize our data
in our minds while we make decisions on what code we want to create in order to manipulate the data.

# Creating a sales dataframe from the imported CSV sales information 
sales_df = pd.read_csv("http://www.evanmarie.com/content/files/class_files/tableau/Mont

https://jovian.ai/outlink?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.EvanMarie.com


The sample()sample()  method will return however many rows we specify. Here I have asked for 12.

sales_df.sample(12)

Month of Order Date Product Name Sales

7563 2015-09-01 Staples 44.0

1975 2015-06-01 Canon Color ImageCLASS MF8580Cdw Wireless Lase... 1008.0

5141 2016-11-01 Logitech Media Keyboard K200 140.0

6625 2015-10-01 Pyle PMP37LED 192.0

788 2015-02-01 AT&T 1070 Corded Phone 446.0

991 2014-04-01 Avery 486 22.0

4709 2014-12-01 Important Message Pads, 50 4-1/4 x 5-1/2 Forms... 13.0

5091 2013-11-01 Logitech G105 Gaming Keyboard 47.0

3268 2013-09-01 Fellowes Super Stor/Drawer Files 808.0

109 2014-09-01 #6 3/4 Gummed Flap White Envelopes 16.0

7805 2016-05-01 Tennsco Commercial Shelving 49.0

2119 2015-09-01 Chromcraft Bull-Nose Wood 48" x 96" Rectangula... 1653.0

⇣ Retrieving the first 10 rows from the dataframe ⇣

The head()head()  method prints out the �rst rows of the dataframe, the number speci�ed by the user inside the
parentheses ()() .

sales_df.head(10)

Month of Order Date Product Name Sales

0 2013-05-01 1.7 Cubic Foot Compact "Cube" O�ce Refrigera... 208.0

1 2015-06-01 1.7 Cubic Foot Compact "Cube" O�ce Refrigera... 208.0

2 2013-11-01 1.7 Cubic Foot Compact "Cube" O�ce Refrigera... 333.0

3 2016-07-01 1.7 Cubic Foot Compact "Cube" O�ce Refrigera... 416.0

4 2016-11-01 1.7 Cubic Foot Compact "Cube" O�ce Refrigera... 500.0

5 2015-08-01 1.7 Cubic Foot Compact "Cube" O�ce Refrigera... 1041.0

6 2013-11-01 1/4 Fold Party Design Invitations & White Enve... 6.0

7 2014-11-01 1/4 Fold Party Design Invitations & White Enve... 44.0

8 2014-12-01 3-ring staple pack 4.0

9 2013-01-01 3-ring staple pack 6.0

⇣ Retrieving the last 10 rows from the dataframe ⇣

Just like the head()head()  method, the tail()tail()  method will return however many rows we ask for from the end of the
dataframe. Since results are often returned to us in ascending order, this can be a helpful way to retrieve a speci�c



number of the highest numeric data.

sales_df.tail(10)

Month of Order Date Product Name Sales

9242 2015-07-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 2.0

9243 2015-12-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 3.0

9244 2016-01-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 3.0

9245 2015-11-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 4.0

9246 2014-11-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 6.0

9247 2016-06-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 6.0

9248 2016-07-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 10.0

9249 2013-04-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 14.0

9250 2016-12-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 15.0

9251 2013-07-01 Zipper Ring Binder Pockets 16.0

⇣ Getting a summary description of the data within the dataframe ⇣

The describe()  method gives us a quick overview of the data we are working with. We get the count, the
number of rows in the data, the mean or average, and so forth. This is very helpful with numeric data that we will
want to be making calculations on.

sales_df.describe()

Sales

count 9252.000000

mean 248.308798

std 669.441779

min 0.000000

25% 18.000000

50% 60.000000

75% 222.000000

max 22638.000000

⇣ Getting more detailed information about the contents of rows ⇣

The info()info()  method is incredibly useful. It is the fastest way to �nd out if data contains any NULLNULL  values, which
can cause some real problems when calculating numeric data. It is also an easy way to see a list of column names
and �nd out what data types you are dealing with. All of these factor in greatly when you start to get deep into
data manipulation.

sales_df.info()



<class 'pandas.core.frame.DataFrame'> 

RangeIndex: 9252 entries, 0 to 9251 

Data columns (total 3 columns): 

 #   Column               Non-Null Count  Dtype   

---  ------               --------------  -----   

 0   Month of Order Date  9252 non-null   object  

 1   Product Name         9252 non-null   object  

 2   Sales                9252 non-null   float64 

dtypes: float64(1), object(2) 

memory usage: 217.0+ KB 

⇣ Exploring the products and sales ⇣
Now we can start to really dig into the data. Here we are retrieving the product list from the dataframe and getting
a count of each product that is contained within this dataframe.

# Retrieve the product column only as a series 
product_list = df["Product Name"] 
# Get a count of each product 
product_list.value_counts(dropna=False)

Easy-staple paper                                              32 
Staples                                                        30 
Staple envelope                                                30 
Staples in misc. colors                                        18 
Avery Non-Stick Binders                                        14 
                                                               .. 
Xerox 20                                                        1 
Cisco Desktop Collaboration Experience DX650 IP Video Phone     1 
Cisco SPA 501G IP Phone                                         1 
Cisco SPA525G2 5-Line IP Phone                                  1 
Panasonic BusinessÊTelephonesÊKX-T7736                          1 
Name: Product Name, Length: 1850, dtype: int64

⇣ Extracting the year of the orders, i.e. the first 4 characters of the date
column ⇣
The time data in the dataframe is an object (string data), arranged year-month-day numerically. If we want to grab
just the year from that column, we can retrieve the �rst 4 values from each row, which will be the �rst four digits,
the year.

sales_df['Month of Order Date'].str[:4]

0       2013 
1       2015 
2       2013 



3       2016 
4       2016 
        ...  
9247    2016 
9248    2016 
9249    2013 
9250    2016 
9251    2013 
Name: Month of Order Date, Length: 9252, dtype: object

⇣ Using the year to gain more insight ⇣

Here we are grouping the data by year and using the describe()describe()  method to summarize the information for
each year, then reorganizing and renaming the date column to year.  
(Note: This will not save to the dataframe unless I reassign the variable.)

Year Sales

count mean std min 25% 50% 75% max

0 2013 1875.0 258.267200 803.537374 1.0 17.0 55.0 224.00 22638.0

1 2014 1968.0 239.107215 521.330289 1.0 19.0 62.0 225.25 7312.0

2 2015 2400.0 253.550833 711.795040 1.0 19.0 58.5 222.00 17500.0

3 2016 3009.0 243.940512 627.741547 0.0 18.0 60.0 221.00 14000.0

⇣ Creating a new dataframe, with the total product sales by year ⇣
This will be ordered by the year and then by the product name. That way, we have the chronological data, the year,
and the alphabetical data, the product names.

⇣ Getting the product sales for each item overall
This code returns the data grouped by product name and giving the sum total sales for each product by way of the
sum()sum()  method. This is an incredibly useful function when working with numerical data that needs to be

compared on mulitple levels and across various correlations.

sales_df.groupby("Product Name").sum().reset_index()

Product Name Sales

sales_df.groupby(df['Month of Order Date'].str[:4]).describe().reset_index().rename(col

yearly_product_sales = sales_df.groupby([sales_df["Month of Order Date"].str[:4], "Prod

yearly_product_sales = yearly_product_sales.rename(columns={"Month of Order Date":"Year



Product Name Sales

0 "While you Were Out" Message Book, One Form pe... 25.0

1 #10 Gummed Flap White Envelopes, 100/Box 42.0

2 #10 Self-Seal White Envelopes 109.0

3 #10 White Business Envelopes,4 1/8 x 9 1/2 489.0

4 #10- 4 1/8" x 9 1/2" Recycled Envelopes 286.0

... ... ...

1845 iKross Bluetooth Portable Keyboard + Cell Phon... 479.0

1846 iOttie HLCRIO102 Car Mount 216.0

1847 iOttie XL Car Mount 224.0

1848 invisibleSHIELD by ZAGG Smudge-Free Screen Pro... 442.0

1849 netTALK DUO VoIP Telephone Service 1113.0

1850 rows × 2 columns

⇣ Downloading the newly-created dataframe as a CSV file ⇣
One of the greatest things about Pandas is that we can easily do all this data manipulation and add and remove
rows or columns from our dataset and then with just a little line of code, we can export all of those calculations
and manipultions back to a CSV �le, Excel spreadsheet, or various other formats. Pandas is by far one of the most
fundamentally necessary libraries for data analysis.

⇨ Visualizing the Data Analysis
Now, it is time for the fun part! Data visualization! This is when we get to �nally see all the data in an easily
digetible format and discern patterns and useful inferences for making decisions about further steps, forecasting,
etc.

Here are just a few helpful visualization of the information we have worked with in this notebook.

yearly_product_sales.to_csv('yearly_product_sales.csv', header=True, index=False, encod

fig = plt.figure(figsize=(12,6)); 
ax = plt.axes() 
ax.set_facecolor('#333333') 
plt.style.use('classic')  
plt.grid(axis="y", linestyle=':', color='white', linewidth=1)  
plt.plot(sales_df.groupby(sales_df['Month of Order Date']).sum(), color="cyan", linewid
plt.title("Monthly Product Sales", fontsize = 22, pad=20) 
plt.xlabel('Months', fontsize = 18) 
plt.ylabel('Sales', fontsize=18) 
plt.xticks(fontsize = 12, rotation=90) 
plt.yticks(fontsize = 13)  
plt.show()



sales_df.groupby(df['Month of Order Date']).sum().plot(kind='hist', bins=10, color='cya
plt.title("Distribution of Sales by Month", fontsize=20, pad=15); 
plt.xlabel('Sales by Month');



With just Pandas and Matplotlib (and Python, of course!) we can do and learn so much! Data becomes a lot less
daunting and a lot more knowable with these two powerful libraries wrapped around the ease and brilliance of
Python programming. And for a data scientist like me, it is like a kid getting to go to the playground. It never gets
old! I hope you enjoyed this little sales analysis voyage by way two of my very favorite libraries!

sales_df.groupby(sales_df['Product Name']).sum().sort_values(by='Sales').tail(10).plot(
plt.ylabel("Name of Product", fontsize=18); 
plt.title("Top Ten Best-Selling Products", fontsize=22, pad=20);


